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• CV: Computer Vision (Prof. dr. Theo Gevers)
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SNE - Mission
Can we create smart and safe data processing 
infrastructures that can be tailored to diverse application 
needs? 
• Capacity

– Bandwidth on demand, QoS, architectures, photonics, performance

• Capability
– Programmability, virtualization, complexity, semantics, workflows

• Security
– Policy, Trust, Anonymity, Privacy, Integrity

• Sustainability
– Greening infrastructure, Awareness

• Resilience
– Failures, Disasters, Systems under attack



SNE - Staffing
Group leader: prof. C. de Laat
Deputy group leaders: dr. Andy Pimentel, dr. Paola 
Grosso
• 1 full prof (CdL)
• 2 part time professors
• 3 endowed professors
• 2 senior researchers
• 1 associate prof
• 4 assistant professors
• ~12 postdoc’s
• About 15 phd students
• ~10 guests

• Yearly turnover ~ 3,5 MEuro
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Reliable and Safe!
This omnipresence of IT makes us not only strong but also 
vulnerable.
• A virus, a hacker, or a system failure can instantly send digital 

shockwaves around the world. 

The hardware and software that allow all our 
systems to operate is becoming bigger and more 
complex all the time, and the capacity of networks
and data storage is increasing by leaps and 
bounds.

We will soon reach the limits of 
what is currently feasible and 
controllable. 

https://www.knaw.nl/shared/resources/actueel/publicaties/pdf/20111029.pdf



The GLIF – LightPaths around the World
F Dijkstra, J van der Ham, P Grosso, C de Laat, “A path finding implementation for multi-layer 
networks”, Future Generation Computer Systems 25 (2), 142-146.



Amsterdam is a major hub in The GLIF
F Dijkstra, J van der Ham, P Grosso, C de Laat, “A path finding implementation for multi-layer 
networks”, Future Generation Computer Systems 25 (2), 142-146.



ExoGeni @ OpenLab - UvA

Installed and up June 3th 2013

Connected via the 
new 100 Gb/s 

transatlantic
To US-GENI



Alien light
From idea to 
realisation!

40Gb/s alien wavelength transmission via a 
multi-vendor 10Gb/s DWDM infrastructure

New method to present fiber link quality, FoM (Figure 
of Merit)
In order to quantify optical link grade, we propose a new 
method of representing system quality: the FOM (Figure 
of Merit) for conca tenated fiber spans.

Easy-to-use formula that accurately quantifies 
transmission system performance

Lj, span losses in dB
N, number of spans

Transmission system setup
JOINT SURFnet/NORDUnet 40Gb/s PM-QPSK alien wave-
length DEMONSTRATION.

Conclusions
-  We have investigated experimentally the all-optical 

transmission of a 40Gb/s PM-QPSK alien wavelength 
via a concatenated native and third party DWDM 
system that both were carrying live 10Gb/s wave-
lengths.

-  The end-to-end transmission system consisted of 
1056 km of TWRS (TrueWave Reduced Slope) trans-
mission fiber.

-  We demonstrated error-free transmission (i.e. BER 
below 10-15) during a 23 hour period.

-  More detailed system performance analysis will be 
presented in an upcoming paper.

Test results

Alien wavelength advantages
-  Direct connection of customer equipment[1]  
Æ cost savings

- Avoid OEO regeneration Æ power savings
- Faster time to service[2] Æ time savings
-  Support of different modulation formats[3]  
Æ extend network lifetime

Alien wavelength challenges
-  Complex end-to-end optical path engineering in 

terms of linear (i.e. OSNR, dispersion) and non-linear 
(FWM, SPM, XPM, Raman) transmission effects for 
different modulation formats.

- Complex interoperability testing.
-  End-to-end monitoring, fault isolation and resolution.
- End-to-end service activation.

In this demonstration we will investigate the perfor-
mance of a 40Gb/s PM-QPSK alien wavelength instal-
led on a 10Gb/s DWDM infrastructure.

REFERENCES    [1] “OPERATIONAL SOLUTIONS FOR AN OPEN DWDM LAYER”, O. GERSTEL ET AL, OFC’2009  |  [2] “AT&T OPTICAL TRANSPORT SERVICES”, BARBARA E. SMITH, OFC’09 
[3] “OPEX SAVINGS OF ALL-OPTICAL CORE NETWORKS”, ANDREW LORD AND CARL ENGINEER, ECOC2009  |  [4] NORTEL/SURFNET INTERNAL COMMUNICATION

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS  WE ARE GRATEFUL TO NORDUNET FOR PROVIDING US WITH BANDWIDTH ON THEIR DWDM LINK FOR THIS EXPERIMENT AND ALSO FOR THEIR SUPPORT AND ASSISTANCE  
DURING THE EXPERIMENTS. WE ALSO ACKNOWLEDGE TELINDUS AND NORTEL FOR THEIR INTEGRATION WORK AND SIMULATION SUPPORT
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SARNET: Security Autonomous Response 
with programmable NETworks

Cees de Laat
Leon Gommans, Rodney Wilson, Rob Meijer

Tom van Engers, Marc Lyonais, Paola Grosso, Frans Franken, 
Ameneh Deljoo, Ralph Koning, Ben de Graaff, Stojan Trajanovski



Cyber security program

Research goal is to obtain the 
knowledge to create ICT systems that:

– model their state (situation)
– discover by observations and reasoning if and how an 

attack is developing and calculate the associated risks
– have the knowledge to calculate the effect of counter 

measures on states and their risks
– choose and execute one.

In short, we research the concept of networked 
computer infrastructures exhibiting SAR: Security 
Autonomous Response. 
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Figure 1 A control program called Service (orange box) creates and deploys an IP 
network and computer infrastructure (purple plane). ICT control programs that we 
created in prior research were able, amongst others, to monitor, add and delete network 
links, routing elements and manage virtual machines in cloud data centres in order to 
optimize the network service continuously. The new research addresses security risk 
control programs that adapt the ICT in the purple plane autonomously as a response on 
threats. These programs are shown here as a separate control program labelled 
“security”.  

 

2b Abstract for a lay readership (in Dutch) 

ICT zelfverdediging tegen hackers 
Regelmatig halen succesvolle cyberaanvallen het nieuws omdat toegang tot belangrijke websites, 
internetbankieren en email onmogelijk zijn gemaakt. Hackers plunderen bankrekeningen en stelen 
informatie. ICT professionals blijken regelmatig te falen om de werkzaamheden van de hacker te 
ontdekken, te volgen en te stoppen. Wij onderzoeken nu computers en netwerken, ICT systemen dus, 
die zich zelf verdedigen, al naar gelang de aard van de aanvallen. 
 
Deze autonoom verdedigende computersystemen moeten zelf ontdekken of en hoe een cyberaanval 
gaande is en, zo ja, wat de juiste tegenmaatregelen kunnen zijn. Bij die tegenmaatregen passen we de 
resultaten van eerder onderzoek toe. Daarin hebben wij methodes ontwikkeld hoe systemen autonoom 
internetverbindingen kunnen veranderen of alternatieven daarvoor in stand kunnen houden zodat 
internet verkeer altijd mogelijk blijft. Ook is onze software in staat om van web- en andere servers 
kopieën te maken en die naar andere rekencentra verhuizen. M.a.w. onze software is in staat om ICT 
systemen te hergroeperen en dat geeft nieuwe mogelijkheden in de strijd tegen cybercriminaliteit. Bij het 
onderzoeken van het palet van tegenmaatregelen bekijken wij ook de extra inzet van typische cyber 
security technologie, b.v. het automatisch bijschakelen van firewalls en het veranderen van bijvoorbeeld 
een webserver in een valstrik voor hackers, een zogenaamde “honey pot”. De projectnaam, SARNET is 
de afkorting van “security autonomous response network” en hint op deze automatisch aanpassende 



Context & Goal

SARNET Alliance
Strategic Level

Security Autonomous Response NETwork Research 

Tactical Level

Operational 
Level

1

2

SARNET

Ameneh Deljoo (PhD):
Why create SARNET Alliances?
Model autonomous SARNET
behaviors to identify risk and benefits
for SARNET stakeholders

Stojan Trajanovski (PD):
Determine best defense scenario 
against cyberattacks deploying 
SARNET functions (1) based on  
security state and KPI information (2).

Ralph Koning (PhD)
Ben de Graaff (SP):
1. Design  functionalities needed to 
operate a SARNET using SDN/NFV 
2: deliver security state and  KPI 
information (e.g cost)



Ottawa - Chicago Infrastructure
Canarie MANLAN link
ESnet alt route segment

Link to Ciena Station Ridge HQ



National Science Foundations ExoGENI racks, installed at UvA (Amsterdam), Northwestern University 
(Chicago) and Ciena’s labs (Ottawa), are connected via a high performance 100G research network and 

trans-Atlantic network facilities using the Ciena 8700 Packetwave platform. This equipment configuration is 
used to create a computational and storage test bed used in collaborative demonstrations.

CENI, International extension to University of Amsterdam 
Research Triangle Project.   Operation Spring of 2015

iCAIR
(Chicago)

Ciena
(Ottawa)

Amsterdam
University



Position of demo @ SC15
Objective

• To get a better understanding for cyber attack complexity by visually defend a 
network suffering from basic volumetric attacks.

• To find a way to visualize future research in automated response.

Demo highlights

• Pre-programmed attack scenarios that are able to show 
defense functions.

• Virtual sales + income from web services 
• Defense cost

DDoS Defence functions.

• Filtering
• Blocking
• Resource Scaling



Demo



Basic operating system loop



Service Provider Group framework
A Service Provider Group (SPG) is an organisation 
structure providing a defined service only available 
if its members collaborate.
Examples:



Envisioned role of the SPG: define slice archetypes?

AM
AM

AM
AM

AM
AM

AM
AM

AM

Service
Provider
Infrastructure
Level

SPG - B

Service
Provider
Group levelSPG – A       

Privacy Big
Science

DRP
Cyber
defense

Aggregate
Manager

Slice
Creation
level
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Main 
component

Signal layer Message / Act

Action layer Action / Activity

Intentional layer Intention

Motivational layer Motive

Agent Based Modelling Framework

In our model, we refer to four layers of components:

Ø the signal layer— describes acts, side-effects and failures showing outcomes
of actions in a topology.

Ø the action layer—actions: performances that bring a certain result,
Ø the intentional layer—intentions: commitments to actions, or to build up
intentions,

Ø the motivational layer—motives: events triggering the creation of intentions.



Petri net of EduRoam Case
(first step)

Simplified Eduroam case
at signalling layer



Describing Intentions, Motivations
and Actions

Petri net of EduRoam Case
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Service Plane

eScience Middleware

Chromium
CGLX

SAGE
MTP

WebServ
INSPIRE

WSRF
SensorML

Hadoop
Storm

PerfSonar
ICMP

SNMP
OpenFlow
SDN / NSI

GIR
UR

OCCI
JSDL

Cassandra
iRODs

OGSA-DAIS

Domain
Apps

Domain
Apps

Domain
Apps

Domain
Apps

+ Machine Learning + Reasoning + Scheduling + …

…   …

GRID/Cloud
Computing



The Big Data Challenge

Data
a.o. from ESFRI’s

Information

Knowledge
to act

Wis
dom

XML, RDF, rSpec,
SNMP, Java based, etc.

OWL

Workflows
Schedulers

to act

e-
IRG

GRID/C
LOUD

Doing Science ICT to enable Science



The Big Data Challenge

Data
a.o. from ESFRI’s

Information

Knowledge
to act

Wis
dom

XML, RDF, rSpec,
SNMP, Java based, etc.

OWL

Workflows
Schedulers

to act
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GRID/C
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MAGIC DATA CARPET
curation - description - trust - security - policy – integrity

Doing Science ICT to enable Science

Scientists live here!

Science App Store?
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Questions?
http://delaat.net
http://delaat.net/sarnet

Leon Gommans, "Multi-Domain Authorization for e-Infrastructures", UvA, Dec 2014.
http://delaat.net/pubs/2014-t-3.pdf

Rudolf Strijkers, "Internet Factories", UvA, Nov 2014.
http://delaat.net/pubs/2014-t-2.pdf

Contact us:
delaat@uva.nl

http://delaat.net/sarnet
http://delaat.net/sarnet
http://delaat.net/pubs/2014-t-3.pdf
http://delaat.net/pubs/2014-7-3.pdf
mailto:delaat@uva.nl

